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THE METHODISTS' GREAT 1869 CAMP 
MEETING AND ABORIGINAL CONSERVATION 
STRATEGIES IN THE NORTH SASKATCHEWAN 
RIVER VALLEY 
GEORGE COLPITTS 
George McDougall, chairman of the Methodist 
Missions to the Indians of the Northwest 
Territories, kept a large, black book in which he 
jotted sermon notes, references to classical and 
biblical literature and sometimes simply his itin-
eraries by horseback from Victoria, the primary 
Methodist mission in the far British northwest. 
Under the "s" tab and labeled "Saskatchewan," 
he noted repeatedly in the 1860s the food crisis 
facing North Saskatchewan residents. In sum: 
''A time of starvation. No buffalo."! 
In this article I analyze a buffalo hunt which 
occurred in 1869.2 That spring, many hundreds 
of Cree, Assiniboine, Stoney, and Metis hunt-
ers going to the Plains were joined by a contin-
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gent of Wesleyan Methodists and their Native 
affiliates from Fort Edmonton, Pigeon Lake, 
Lac Ste. Anne, Lac La Biche, and Whitefish 
Lake-all located on the most northern and 
westerly fringes of the northern Great Plains. 
Their expedition and other hunts joined by 
Protestant or Roman Catholic missions help 
identify some of the strategies of competition 
and cooperation emerging in the western boreal 
and parkland regions in the midst of predicted 
but rapid environmental change. Missionaries 
of the North Saskatchewan river basin joined 
the multiethnic hunt of 1869 to serve both the 
spiritual and physical needs of their followers. 
The aboriginal hunting parties who had long 
employed cooperative hunts, however, used 
this occasion as a further means to open up 
new territories and better coo~dinate their 
efforts.3 It also marked a larger shift in strate-
gies of political and social importance. Instead 
of following nearby herds and waiting for their 
seasonal migration to areas within reach of 
home territories,4 this assembly and others of 
the decade fell into a larger pattern of coopera-
tion, successful or not. Milloy identified them 
as "heavily armed migrations" launched by the 
Cree, who for want of food were traveling with 
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larger assemblies into traditional Blackfoot ter-
ritory, "not as a party of warriors, in search of 
plunder and glory" but as hunters.5 
John McDougall, George's son, still a young 
clergyman that year, later remembered the 
gathering as a triumph of tent evangelism, 
and that "this famous gathering on the plains 
is often referred to by the Indians and half-
breeds all over the country."6 However, this was 
likely an exaggerated retelling, as was another 
memoir account, written more than thirty years 
later, that saw the 1869 congregation bring-
ing numerous otherwise warring groups into 
a single Christian cooperative? These groups 
were already predisposed to cooperate, given 
the close association of a Cree and Assiniboine 
(both Mountain Stoney and Nakota) coali-
tion.8 With the pemmican and buffalo robe 
,hunt commercialization between the 1820s and 
1840s, Plains Cree, Nakota (Assiniboine), and 
Metis traders shared similar interests and more 
frequently coordinated buffalo hunting and the 
trade in buffalo products from semipermanent 
camps, wintering places, "and fishing locations 
along the North Saskatchewan river valley.9 
Indeed, behind Methodist mission officials like 
George McDougall were Native leaders such as 
Cree chief Maskepetoon, who likely used the 
1869 hunt to best contain a hunting organiza-
tion that had been developing at least since 
the 1840s. This drew on a strengthening and 
cohesive multiethnic association forming in 
the upper sections of the North Saskatchewan, 
where Methodist missions had situated them-
selves. In this case, parties used the hunt to 
organize a cooperative large and powerful 
enough to penetrate into Blackfoot territory 
beyond the Battle River.lO Great Plains history 
can benefit from a better understanding of such 
an expedition, given that more attention is pres-
ently falling on how Native groups were coping 
with dwindling resources, converging into new 
territories, or competing in an ever-smaller 
"buffalo commons" in the mid-nineteenth cen-
tury.l1 Increasing historical interest is directed 
toward the surviving cultural traditions at the 
end of the bison era in the period of treaty 
making and reservationsP Most certainly, this 
event suggests a feature of Elliott West's view 
of Great Plains history, where, since contact, 
"white and Indian worlds" had "rippled into 
each other" and where the "frontier never sepa-
rated things. It brought things together." In this 
case, missionary work was joining and helping 
reveal Native hunting organizations emerging 
in specific areas of the northwestern plains and 
parklands.13 
From a logistical perspective, the 1869 hunt 
from Fort Edmonton to Nose Hill, 200 miles to 
the southeast, was an impressive undertaking 
(Fig. 1).14 Hunters, women, and children joined 
an ever-larger column, forming a cavalcade 
that moved onto the plains. Some 200 horse-
drawn carts, with squeaking wooden wheels 
and screaming greaseless axles, announced 
the hunters' coming miles ahead. Joshua's 
trumpets would have been drowned out by 
the estimated 500 dogs, many of them fighting 
each other, beaten to keep line, many dragging 
travois loaded with provisions or bundled with 
wailing babies. The dangers of prairie travel-
ing, fear of Blackfoot raids, and uneasiness 
mounting as guides led these travelers onto 
waterless expanses occasioned the missionaries 
to draw similarities between these people and 
Abraham's wandering and besieged tribe, and 
between the North Saskatchewan River and 
that of the River Jordan.15 
The elder missionary, George McDougall, 
John's father and tutor, estimated the total 
number of participants on this buffalo tent 
revival at 1,000.16 Of this number, however, 
were a few Hudson's Bay Company traders and 
hunters, and a separate section of "Catholic 
Cree." Two Oblate priests, who briefly accom-
panied the "Protestant Indians" with their own 
Catholic adherents, left descriptions of the 
eventual assembly that suggested it numbered 
over one hundred cabanes: ''Almost all of the 
natives of this camp were Protestants," one 
of the priests reported. The other estimated 
seventy of the tents were "Protestants and 
Infidels." Their journey, meanwhile, extended 
at least over fifty-one days and took participants 
well beyond the Battle River into Blackfoot ter-
ritory. There, under cover of their large, armed 
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FIG. 1. The 1869 Nose Hill Hunt. Cartography; Shawn Mueller 
escort, the hunters slaughtered about 5,000 
buffalo. The camp eventually took away some 
120,000 pounds of dried meat, which probably 
represented only a fraction of the total provi-
sions eaten in camp and on the way homeY 
In this article, I will first discuss the 
Methodists' hopes in a camp meeting on the 
Plains, one that had both practical and spiritual 
ends. However, it also had a context that helps 
explain how human cooperative capacity was 
developing in the face of rapid environmental 
change.l8 Now that buffalo were frequently 
remaining year-round in Blackfoot territory 
and hunters were turning to an earlier spring 
hunt, their traditional means of diplomacy and 
organization were under stress. The gather-
ing tempo of summer sorties in the late 1860s 
meant that more hunters were entering a "war 
zone" where bands could only hunt by the sheer 
force of numbers and their large assemblies 
required considerably strengthened intertribal 
and cross-tribal affiliations, issues that form 
the second part of this essay.19 As suggested in 
a description of the hunt itself, which follows, 
"Lower River" Cree formed separate parties 
identifiable by Roman Catholic Oblates. They 
were delineating their differing interests from 
what Protestant Wesleyan Methodists under-
stood as separate Cree and Stoney parties in 
such venues. Similar in size to those previously 
organized by Red River Metis, these hunts now 
dre~ upon emerging and quite tightly knit 
associations that aligned the similar needs in 
western boreal and parkland Cree-speaking 
communities.20 In 1869 one developed that 
Methodists hoped would constitute a great 
movable religious feast on the Plains.2I 
To THE GREAT PLAINS IN A FRONTIER 
CAMP MEETING 
The Wesleyan Methodists began plan-
ning a large buffalo hunt in the form of a 
camp meeting during their spring Western 
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Conference early in 1869.22 By then, tent 
evangelism had become a "signature" feature 
of North American Methodism, with well-
established albeit evolving rituals, forms, and 
organization.23 To these ministers, a large hunt 
adhering to the model of a camp meeting held 
tantalizing evangelical possibilities. In a period 
when their home organizations were having 
greater difficulty raising converts, missionaries 
like the McDougalls hoped to provide readers 
of Methodist publications evidence of success 
in the Great Northwest mission field. 24 But 
missionaries themselves invested great hopes 
in a Plains gathering. The "terror theology" 
still preached in camp meetings, the intense 
prayer that followed, and the almost inevitable 
emotional transport of individuals were effec-
tive means of moving others to conversion. 
Such events had already proven successful in 
the evangelical frontier areas of Upper Canada, 
most importantly, among Native people.25 
Furthermore, Methodists had gained effi-
ciency organizing these large meetings and 
overcoming the very practical logistic, social, 
and planning problems they posed. These were 
highly ritualized mass events. Though charged 
with emotion, they were hardly chaotic. Their 
organizers strictly scheduled daily prayers, 
structured services, and organized smaller 
prayer assemblies. In such planned space and 
stretches of time, individuals could be effec-
tively moved to their moment of conversion, or, 
in prayer and counseling, shepherded in their 
first steps of Christian faith-all the while 
being provided their essential needs in a safe 
environment. 
Beyond the necessity of gathering provi-
sions for the missions, the 1869 bison hunt was 
altogether designed to both move aboriginal 
converts further in their sanctification and 
to spark belief among the many more uncom-
mitted mission adherents. Camp meetings in 
eastern Canada and the United States were 
quite explicitly organized around both believers 
and nonbeliever onlookers (converts, "mourn-
ers," and "sinners"), while protecting the 
entire assembly from unruly and potentially 
disruptive rabble always found in frontier zones. 
Effective in reaching new recruits this way, 
camp meetings generated many of their most 
fervent Native followers through open-air con-
gregations.26 In the Northwest, missionaries 
undoubtedly remembered the example of one 
of their own, Ojibwa convert and missionary 
Shahwanegezhick, or Henry Bird Steinhauer, 
whose own conversion and those of many of 
his Lake Simcoe Ojibwa band were traced to 
a series of camp meetings in Upper Canada 
in the early nineteenth century.27 Peter Jones, 
or Kahkewaquonaby, a prominent Methodist 
convert and later preacher, had also been 
converted at a tent meeting earlier in the nine-
teenth century. In a marathon-like five-day 
event, Jones had gone through the typical pro-
cess of emotional questioning on the peripher-
ies of the meetings, tortured self-examination, 
"mourning" for his sin, followed by a dramatic 
moment of conversion upon hearing the fer-
vent prayers by ministers. At that point, he 
fell in front of the "mourner's bench," a central 
focus point in the entire assembly.28 
To the Methodists of the North Saskatche-
wan, a tent meeting would provide the setting 
where such a special dispensation of the Holy 
Spirit could be loosened in the Northwest, 
especially since up to that time, missions were 
comparatively small and could not afford a 
practical setting for bringing together large 
numbers of hunting and gathering bands.29 
The meeting in that respect caught momentum 
with the expansionary and warlike nature of 
hunting now forming on the Plains. In the long 
tradition of Methodism in the American West, 
ministers had always pursued the ends of spiri-
tual "conquest and subjugation" in camp meet-
ings; these missionaries, too, would be taking 
both lands and people for their Christian 
transformation, all the while gathering dearly 
needed provisions.30 
Although John McDougall said that this 
tent revival in the Plains was "the first effort of 
its kind" in the British American Northwest, 
group hunts were not. The most northerly 
fringe of the Great Plains is bordered in a 
"parkland ecotone"; it comprises an intermedi-
ary belt of aspen and fescue parkland forming 
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a zone of transition between prairie and boreal 
forest. Aboriginal people and newcomers had 
often cooperated across tribal boundaries 
and coordinated activities for their survival 
in this area, to take and protect hunting ter-
ritories from rivals, and to stop small groups of 
individuals from dispersing herds during the 
critical winter pounding season. It was here, 
too, where on "neutral territory" stretched, 
even bitter enemies such as the Blackfoot and 
Cree had traditionally brokered tenuous and 
usually only seasonal peace accords.31 In the 
North Saskatchewan river valley, cooperation 
of this type was most evidenced in the case of 
western or "Upstream" bands and their Stoney 
Assinboine allies, who frequently sorted out 
winter agreements in the pounding season 
with the Blackfoot (Siksika, Kainai, and 
Piikani), Sarcee (Tsu-Tsina), and Gros Ventres 
(Atsina).32 
However, by the 1860s, ecological changes 
in the North Saskatchewan river basin made 
diplomatic traditions and existing winter hunt-
ing associations increasingly irrelevant.33 Crisis 
had by then struck bison populations north of 
the Missouri River, which had declined from 
an estimated 5 to 6 million at the beginning of 
the century. Drought and fire, coupled with the 
cumulative effects of the large provisions trade 
for the Hudson's Bay Company, had thinned 
the herds, forcing hunters into higher concen-
tration as the summer bison territory receded 
westward and southward.34 
Throughout the decade, climate change, 
first beginning in the 1850s, dried the western 
grassland and parkland ecotone, sharply reduc-
ing grass-carrying capacity and seriously affect-
ing the wheat, barley, and potato harvests at 
the missions and fur posts.35 Aboriginal groups 
who traditionally situated themselves in the 
parkland during the winter to meet the buffalo 
suffered when herds often failed to "rise," or 
reach winter shelter and fescue grasses, because 
Plains hunting pressures or fires disrupted their 
seasonal migrations. Herd sizes were taxed fur-
ther by the high mortality rates when buffalo 
were driven in winter onto the poor grasses 
and exposed conditions of the open prairie.36 
Meanwhile, the same groups who had made 
shorter hunting expeditions after June or July 
into the territory north of the Battle River now 
found that the summer ranges had receded 
much farther south. 
The most convincing evidence of crisis 
was the frequent failure of the winter (green) 
buffalo hunts at Fort Edmonton, which left 
employees often on short rations by July and 
August. Figure 2 shows the number of "cows" 
hunted for the fort and left on ice for spring 
to be dried and pounded to make pemmican. 
Pemmican, in this graph, represents the total 
product of both summer and winter hunting. 
Most of it, however, was prepared within the 
fort in the spring from winter hunts. 37 Fort 
Edmonton personnel now understood their 
disadvantageous location compared with posts 
closer to the forks of the Saskatchewan and 
therefore the Plains themselves.38 During the 
summer of 1866 the problematic winter hunt 
was made worse by hunters returning short-
handed from the Plains.39 By 1869 William 
Christie, Edmonton's chief factor, recognized 
his fort's declining provisioning capacity: 
"Buffalo are fast decreasing and population is 
increasing .... [T]he Saskatchewan can never 
be depended upon for large supplies of provi-
sions, as in former years."40 
Variable returns in the winter hunt now 
raised the value of longer-ranged and spring 
expeditions within communities on the North 
Saskatchewan River, whose estimated popula-
tion ran to about 23,000 by 1870, before the 
eruption of the smallpox epidemic that year.41 
Previously established Metis settlements and 
aboriginal hunting camps that frequented 
Pigeon Lake, Lac La Biche, Lac Ste. Anne, Fort 
Edmonton, and the Victoria Mission were most 
dependent on the bison's seasonal movement 
into the parkland,42 and it was clearly these 
people who now suffered when migration pat-
terns began breaking down by the 1860s. As 
historian Hugh Dempsey pointed out, "Bands 
that had lived comfortably in the woodlands 
during the winter and killed buffalo just south 
of the North Saskatchewan River now had 
to go farther and farther onto the plains."43 








1863 1863-1864 1864-1865 1865-1866 1866-1867 1867-1868 1868-
1869 18S9-1870 
• Fresh Meat (in Number of Animals) - Pemmican (in pounds x100) 
FIG. 2. The provisioning crisis at Fort Edmonton: Fresh meat and pemmican production, 1862-69. Compiled 
from Hudson's Bay Company journals of daily occurrence, Fort Edmonton. 
Hunters were forced to depend on remnant 
herds that followed more erratic behavior and 
conformed to what Henty Epp later described 
as the buffalo's "dual dispersion": these smaller 
herds likely remained year-round on the Plains 
"near water, wooded, anomalous, frequently 
topographically more abrupt landscapes, such 
as river valleys, ranges of hills and sand hills, 
but often feeding on grassy uplands nearby."44 
THE LOGISTICS AND DIPLOMACY OF LONG-
DISTANCE HUNTING 
The longer distance to this hunt, however, 
raised three logistical challenges. First, these 
expeditions demanded greater interband coor-
dination, diplomacy, and hunting cooperation. 
The "last of the buffalo" on the northwestern 
Plains often roamed beyond "neutral" grounds 
or, more problematic still, clearly within enemy 
Blackfoot territory. Methodist guide and inter-
preter Peter Erasmus remembered in 1870 that 
bison ten years prior had been within ten miles 
of the Saskatchewan: "Now we had to travel 
more than thirty miles further south before 
we spotted buffalo and this was a herd of only 
fifteen."45 Erasmus was well aware that this type 
of hunting raised the need for more complex 
and coordinated politics, since larger hunting 
parties would often have to first meet to elect 
a leader of a contingent of fifty tipis and tents 
or more. Their size indeed ultimately provided 
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protection, as it would make "it highly improb-
able that we would be attacked."46 
Still, given the consensual nature of Native 
political organization, there were sometimes 
limits to the size such hunting parties could 
attain. Isaac Cowie's description of a Cree hunt 
forming the year before the Methodists joined 
a similar one on the North Saskatchewan-
and very likely inspiring the McDougalls to 
organize a camp meeting within one47-makes 
this abundantly clear. From their usual territo-
ries in the Qu'Appelle Valley and Touchwood 
Hills, some 2,500 to 3,000 women, men, and 
children made the decision to enter traditional 
Blackfoot territories near the more southerly 
Cypress Hills. The Cree participants took this 
extraordinary step because the buffalo had all 
but disappeared in their own vicinity. Cowie 
found it a memorable spectacle-a wide assort-
ment of Crees, Saulteaux Ojibwa from the 
Fort Ellice area, Mountain Stoney (Nakoda), 
"a few English and French Metis . . . some 
Assiniboines from Wood Mountain and a few 
from the North Saskatchewan" were all gath-
ered.48 Cowie, however, suggested that in the 
end, the camp's size and diverse ethnic com-
position seriously weakened it: the Cree and 
Ojibwa were united against their "ill-behaved 
allies of Assiniboine or semi-Assiniboine 
[Stoney] origin, ... everyone of the Indians 
resented the intrusion of the half-breed whites 
on the plains for hunting purposes."49 Cowie 
explained the camp's problems: "Amongst 
these Indians there were no all-powerful nor 
any hereditary chiefs. The Sioux and Blackfeet 
called them the people without chiefs."50 As 
its disunities mounted, the Blackfoot attacked 
the party's warriors, inflicting great losses; the 
party's cohesion split and defections increased: 
the estimated 3,000-member multinational 
expedition had dwindled to around 1,000 by 
its conclusion.51 The need to find common 
ground between quite separate hunting bands, 
to coordinate them, and ultimately to conserve 
the herds remained a significant challenge for 
these multiethnic hunts. 52 
The greater distances to the herds neces-
sitated as well a political organization capable 
of coordinating hunting among many separate 
groups and settling disputes among them in 
peaceable manner. Camps and communities 
of the North Saskatchewan invariably faced 
political issues when larger numbers of hunters 
met to divide up the hunt. In the 1860s increas-
ing strain developed among the Cree, particu-
larly between the bands west of Whitefish Lake 
(the "Upper Country" or Beaver Hill Cree) and 
"Lower Country" bands to the east toward Fort 
Pitt and the forks of the Battle River.53 Their 
divergent interests (one to find accommodation 
with the Blackfoot over the hunt, the other 
to raid the Gros Ventres for horses) placed 
an onus upon groups to find accommodation 
and assign what were limited remaining hunt-
ing territories to each other in an equitable 
manner. 
Many of the sharper negotiations now 
occurring between groups with such diver-
gent interests took place before hunting even 
began, raising the importance of such key 
entranceways to the hunt as Saint-Paul-des-
Cris. This was a boreal and parkland carryover 
spot into the southerly hunting territories. 
The Oblate fathers had chosen Matabes ku te 
weyak (or Atapeskuteweyak), the Cree word for 
"The prairie which comes out of the river,"54 
after discovering by 1864 that it constituted 
"the great passage for everyone, those of Lac 
la Biche and Whitefish Lake who go into. the 
prairie." Its disadvantages were soon apparent 
to these priests, since few hunters were actually 
remajning in nearby parkland forests to hunt 
year-round and were instead jumping off from 
here into the territories to the south. 55 
All the same, Saint-Paul-des-Cris was sea-
sonally a hectic and quite chaotic crossroads. 
Hunting parties, sometimes many dozen at a 
time, camped together and, as Oblate records 
suggest, took council, likely to divide up and 
coordinate the hunt. It was here indeed where 
bands from the western and northern areas 
of the river that the Oblates identified as 
"Protestant" met with and sorted out accom-
modations with the downriver Cree, identified 
as "Catholic." Tensions between these groups 
could at times be well evident. The Methodist 
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mixed-blood interpreter Peter Erasmus had the 
audacity to try to evict the Oblate mission-
aries-likely with their Catholic faithful-
by claiming the carryover spot as part of 
Whitefish Cree traditional territory, a position 
soundly rejected by downriver Cree adherents 
to the mission.56 
It was at carrying-over places where new 
diplomacy and divergent interests were worked 
out in principles of fusion and fission. The 
mission's Codex Historicus for the fall of 1868 
suggests as much. Beginning in September 
that year, the small mission was overwhelmed 
first by returning brigades of Cree and Metis 
hunters from the Plains who, over a two-month 
period, began stopping and staying at the mis-
sion to form a council. During this time, these 
primarily downriver hunters remained "quiet 
and pacific." The Oblates recorded that parties 
_ attended the priests' evening prayer services. 
The meetings culminated in October with 
the arrival of Okimasis, Le Petit Chef, and his 
camp of forty lodges en route to Nose Hill for 
the winter hunt. This leader would soon be 
known as Sweet Grass, one of the more influen-
tial Catholic adherents in the West, receiving 
the name Abraham after his baptism in 1870. 
Okimasis's importance is suggested with his 
arrival, when he remained on the north side 
of the mission and refused to cross, likely wait-
ing for correct preparations to be made at the 
mission. The priests had already gone to great 
lengths to please the chief and later hosted his 
entire group for a dinner when the new bishop, 
Vital Grandin, paid the area a visit.57 
After numerous Cree and Metis parties 
had settled in, all tranquility ended with the 
appearance of the Whitefish Cree, who were 
also heading for a winter on the Plains. The 
great Methodist hunting chief, Maskepetoon, 
led them on this occasion. "Once all these 
Indians had been established, we had almost 
100 lodges around us. But what scenes of disor-
der and trouble," the mission's Codex recorded. 
The mission already had had difficulty dis-
tributing enough potatoes from its fields. Now 
young men (likely from Whitefish Lake) began 
acting insolently toward the priests, who were 
happy to see the entire assembly finally break-
ing up and moving off onto the Plains. 58 
The meetings at Saint-Paul-des-Cris had cer-
tainly been tumultuous. Numerous bands from 
a massive territory of the North Saskatchewan 
used this occasion to divide up efforts on a 
highly congested hunting ground. However, 
the outcome was cooperative. Both groups had 
in the past joined each other on Nose Hill for 
extended periods of time, and most eventually 
worked out as best as they could an overall 
strategy to hunt the last of the herds while not 
dispersing them farther into Blackfoot territory. 
Besides having a means of sorting out and 
organizing hunting before large parties ven-
tured south, a third challenge was more fun-
damental: the hunt itself. New territories were 
gaining value and were more frequently hunted 
in intensive ways in this period. Many of the 
remaining buffalo were situated within the 
Cree-Blackfoot frontier, the traditional "neu-
tral territory" bordered by the Neutral Hills, 
and beyond, within Blackfoot territories.59 
Although the bison could now be found rang-
ing over the area north of the Red Deer River, 
one territory gaining vast importance stretched 
between the Hand and Heart Hills to the Nose 
Hill country. The itinerant Catholic priest and 
former Oblate initiate Jean L'Heureux, who 
traveled extensively among the Blackfoot as an 
unofficial and controversial Catholic represen-
tative, produced a map in 1871 that, although 
now lost, contained detailed descriptions of 
areas of the Blackfoot territories that survived. 
It listed places of consequence to parkland 
communities and Hudson's Bay Company fac-
tors. One of them was "Nose Hill," extending 
north to south some thirty miles, with Nose 
Butte "rising more than 400 feet above the 
plain." "Deep ravines, covered principally with 
big willows and berries," were in abundance 
here.6o McDougall called Nose Hill "a great 
eminence which stands out as the landmark 
to be seen for many miles in every direction."61 
The Oblate missionary Leon Doucet followed 
Metis hunters to this spot in 1874. He referred 
to the butte as "the culminating point on the 
prairie," and, not surprisingly, given aboriginal 
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spiritual attachments to these hills, held mass 
on its evocative summit. Despite its repose and 
almost Edenic game abundance, it is worth 
noting that Doucet and his Metis caravan made 
sure to gather sufficient numbers and firepower 
before crossing over the Battle River to reach 
this territory. It constituted indeed a quite good 
example of a game-rich war "zone" now recently 
opening up to hunting and warfare.62 
It was certainly here in 1866 where carts 
had congregated for the hunt, as "it appears 
Buffalo is not to be found within reach" of Fort 
Edmonton, although it was also learned that 
the Metis guide Joseph Bondue was "returning 
from the [N]ose, with little or nothing."63 The 
Oblate fathers Albert Lacombe, Constantine 
Scollen, and J.-J. Dupin accompanied Cree to 
this spot in the late 1860s. In January 1868 
Lacombe visited "all the [Catholic] Christians 
of this mission" dispersed in the territory 
around Nose Hill. Directly in front of its mag-
nificent rise, he built his mission, where he 
reported that "our Indians demonstrate still 
a marvelous disposition for religious instruc-
tion and are full of respect for the mission-
ary." These Cree took advantage of Lacombe's 
recently manufactured "tente-chapelle," a 
structure conveniently larger than existing 
Indian tipis64 and one undoubtedly useful for 
the bands dispersed across the winter terrain 
to meet together, exchange intelligence, and 
share provisions.65 
Not only downriver Cree were on these 
grounds. By the time Maskepetoon was throw-
ing support behind the large expedition form-
ing in the spring of 1869, he was undoubtedly 
aware that the western sections of Cree had 
already visited the region and were having 
hunting success. It was via Cree informants, 
likely attached to Maskepetoon, that Fort 
Edmonton learned by early March 1869 that 
the Cree had a camp "at the Nose" and were 
hunting within five days of there; by the end of 
the month, Cree again confirmed that "Buffalo 
[were] down at the Nose."66 By 1869, then, 
the Nose was again a "culminating point of 
the prairie," as Doucet would term it. Indeed, 
these three factors were shaping the great 
hunt in 1869: a far more distant hunt requiring 
multiethnic cooperation, the greater need to 
designate territories and delimit the hunting of 
Crees and their allies, and, finally, the conver-
gence of the same hunters on smaller territories 
clustered around the hilly regions beyond the 
Neutral Hills. 
To NOSE HILL COUNTRY 
The spring hunt of 1869 to Nose Hill coun-
try began the day after Methodist missionaries 
performed Sunday service for Fort Edmonton's 
Protestant faithful. The chosen date for the 
Methodists' departure, well before any Sun 
Dances might be held, was likely due to the 
length of travel it would take to reach the buf-
falo grounds.67 The fort's resident missionary, 
Peter Campbell, whom the Cree called Black 
Head because of his thick, dark hair, along 
with John McDougall and Campbell's brother-
in-law and mission school instructor Adam 
Snyder, left the fort's tall bastion walls, "crossed 
over" the Saskatchewan River, and disappeared 
toward the Plains. The hunt had begun. It was 
the tenth of May, "dry, windy weather," the 
post's journal noted. The inauspicious depar-
ture of the missionaries, with only a few carts 
in their care, prompted the journal writer to 
add the trio's "sanguine hopes of converting a 
few of the poor benighted heathens who rove 
on the plains."68 
Although difficult to trace precisely, 
McDougall, Snyder, and Campbell likely trav-
eled what was later the Edmonton-Battle River 
trail l adhering to overland sections to skirt the 
Hay Lakes and Bittern Lake to finally cross the 
Battle River just west of Driedmeat Lake. There 
they caught up with the Pigeon Lake Cree 
from the Woodville Mission who had started 
before them.69 Eventually joining this contin-
gent would be prominent Cree chiefs such as 
Samson, baptized in 1844 by Robert Rundle,7o 
who undertook some of the difficult diplo-
macy to keep Stoney and Cree encampments 
together, and Jacob Bigstoney, a Mountain and 
Wood Stoney, soon a long-time affiliate of the 
McDougalls' missions.71 The Methodists had 
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likely traveled some of this route before, in sec-
tions and in small parties. At least one of their 
ministers had traveled with a Cree band as far 
as Iron Creek by 1866.72 
From there, the hunt's western component 
traveled as a large, foraging army across the 
remaining stretch of parkland, passing beyond 
Beaver Lake, "Buffalo Running Valley," and 
Willow Creek, and just before crossing onto 
the Plains, the party made sure to cut decidu-
ous saplings and sturdy aspen branches to serve 
as drying stages. With these on travois and 
packhorses, they moved on to the Nose Hills 
and then eastward to Sounding Lake, where 
the party met the much larger contingents 
that had left from Victoria Mission, down-
river from Fort Edmonton, ostensibly led by 
George McDougall, and the Whitefish Lake 
people, accompanied by Henry B. Steinhauer.73 
The "Whitefish Christians" were themselves 
headed by Pakan, a Wood Cree Methodist. 
Although the missionaries described this 
gathering as a camp meeting, it now assumed 
the shape of a quite typical multiethnic hunt 
for the period. Here, the assembly was joined 
by at least ten Hudson's Bay Company carts 
from Fort Edmonton that had left a few days 
after they had, probably led by the Metis 
trader Andrie Cardinal.74 Just before arriving 
to Sounding Lake, the party was also joined, 
accidentally, by Cree with whom Oblate father 
Constantine Scollen and a new initiate, Father 
J.-J. Dupin, were traveling. This camp had left 
Saint-Paul-des-Cris on May 9, 1869,75 met up 
with others already on the grounds, and went 
onward with the intention of locating a large 
assembly on the Plains that the Oblates consid-
ered "Catholic." Meeting instead the western 
Cree and Stoney, this party of some thirty tents 
stayed in camp about a month before finally 
breaking away to join the larger assembly that 
they had originally intended to meet. 
Once together, a hunt council was formed 
among the "mostly Protestant Indians." But 
it was nevertheless a diverse arrangement. 
By now it comprised, according to John 
McDougall, Wood and Plains Cree, Mountain 
and Wood Stoneys, English, Scotch and French 
Metis, Catholic and Protestant. The group's 
assembled parts, many on foot, had traveled 
a staggering distance from the massive North 
Saskatchewan basin: some came as far as sixty 
miles beyond Pigeon Lake, others from 150 
miles north of Victoria, and then as far from 
Lac la Biche beyond Whitefish Lake.76 
Given the high expectations of a spiritual 
renewal in such settings, missionaries join-
ing the 1869 hunt maintained as best as they 
could strict discipline en route and once in 
camp. George and John McDougall, Henry 
Steinhauer, and Peter Campbell adhered to 
a grueling regime of early morning group 
prayers, afternoon school teaching, and eve-
ning services, and on Sunday, rest from the 
huntP How many of the "Protestant" Natives 
in camp followed this schedule is not really 
clear. Steinhauer had developed much of this 
system on previous travels to the Plains among 
smaller parties of Christianized hunters, that of 
establishing "a kind of movable camp-meeting, 
prayer before moving camp, the schoolmas-
ter calling the children together morning, 
noon, and evening; public prayer at night; on 
Sabbath, morning 5 o'clock prayer-meeting."78 
In such settings, the entire suite of Methodist 
observance was maintained, including the rite 
of baptism.79 
These morning and evening services were, 
however, likely grafted upon a larger fusion 
already occurring between the sizable camps 
of Whitefish Lake and Victoria in this hunt. 
Sunday meetings, both morning and night, 
returned participants to a central meeting 
place where significant unity in this hunting 
block had been achieved. "[G]reat earnest-
ness was manifested in our prayer meeting 
for an abundant effusion of the Holy Spirit 
to accompany our travelling camp-meeting," 
Steinhauer reported.80 This coordination 
between camps was critical for self-defense, 
when it was learned that a Cree had been killed 
in a Blackfoot raid, and these services being 
held "in the open sanctuary" were within sight 
of Blackfoot parties who nonetheless dared 
not "molest us."81 But the fusion occurring 
between parties, understood by missionaries as 
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FIG. 3. Three of the participants in the Methodist hunt. In 1886, Methodist missionary John McDougall (seated 
at left) accompanied Cree chief James Samson (standing at left) and Cree chief Pakan, or James Seenum (seated in 
middle), to Toronto. Stoney chief Jonas Goodstoney (seated at right) represented the Methodist mission to the Stoneys. 
Standing to the right is R. B. Steinhauer, who would be ordained a Methodist missionary and was the son of Henry 
Bird Steinhauer, who took part in the 1869 hunt. Glenbow Archives, NA-4216-33. 
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a Protestant adherence, was equally important 
in keeping the large party from dividing in dis-
sension around the hunt itself.82 Similar to the 
role Catholic Oblate priests played as leaders, 
mediators, and conciliators among Metis bison 
hunters on long-distance hunts, the Methodist 
ministers quite likely served as intermediar-
ies, diplomats, and arbiters among the hunters 
finally assembling to hunt buffalo.83 
What Oblates and Protestants saw as clear 
Protestant and Catholic religious affiliation 
within the camp was likely significant political 
differentiation between Upper Country Cree 
and Stoney parties who were finding neces-
sary accommodation with downriver, likely 
Fort Pitt, Cree bands. Both sections organized 
themselves cohesively around the work, ritual, 
and services undertaken by their respective 
Protestant and Catholic missionaries.84 The 
~maller camp, recognized by both Oblates 
and Methodist missionaries as "Catholic," 
for instance, continued hunting on Sundays, 
unlike at least some of the "Protestant" faith-
fu1.85 Father Scollen remained actively cat-
echizing within his own ~ection and, at the 
end of the month in camp, threw a "glorious 
feast in these wild prairies" where twenty of his 
assembly made their first communion and con-
firmation.86 Both sections were differentiated 
enough that they seemed to missionaries to 
attend separate services, but were close enough 
that many apparently heard the priests and 
pastors commenting upon (and freely criticiz-
ing) the practices of their missionary counter-
parts. At least some of the aboriginal hunters 
witnessed what became the great debate of the 
event, on theology, between Father Scollen and 
one of the Protestants, likely John McDougall. 
Given his superior linguistic skills in Cree, 
Scollen apparently prevailed.87 
"METHODIST" AND "CATHOLIC" HUNTING 
ASSOCIATIONS 
What Protestants and Catholics saw as 
distinct mission affiliation among hunters in 
1869 should be placed into a larger and more 
complex context of strategies emerging in the 
western sections of the North Saskatchewan 
River basin by the 1840s. "Methodist" hunt-
ers were cooperating in new ways to meet 
the challenges of a more competitive hunt on 
smaller territories. Many of the Wood Cree, 
Stoney, and country-born who lived near and 
occasionally met around small missions had a 
vested interest in finding a means of coordinat-
ing their hunt. Many of them indeed met fre-
quently at the church and rectory built by the 
McDougalls after their arrival in 1862 at "Royal 
Victoria," founded by George McDougall with 
the help of his sons. By 1873 official member-
ship constituted about seventy, thirty of whom 
had been "received on trial" in a revival that 
occurred in 1872. Even before that, Methodist 
missionaries found progress in this territory, if 
difficult, at least encouraging, if baptisms can 
be taken as an indication. Over the previous 
decade this and other Methodist missions had 
seen remarkable movements toward either 
Methodism or, generally farther eastward on 
the North Saskatchewan, the Roman Catholic 
faith. Steinhauer and early Methodist mission-
ary Thomas Woolsey together had performed 
some 600 baptisms in the North Saskatchewan 
basin by 1861.88 
Missionaries, however, did not account for 
the anomalies apparent in their baptismal 
registers, most notably the high incidence of 
"mother" baptisms, whereby adult females were 
initiating themselves into the Methodist fold 
sometimes at a proportion of 2:1. While an 
almost equal number of Victoria's 1865 child 
baptisms were male and female, twenty-two of 
the thirty-three initiates between twenty and 
ninety years of age were in fact female.89 The 
aboriginal use of baptism and godparenting has 
already been noted in the Great Lakes region. 
There, females used these rites to establish fic-
tive kin relations and augment trade networks. 
Victoria's mission indeed seems to have been 
swept up in a larger pattern of aboriginal net-
working, ritualized through baptism, which 
likely had as many social and political associa-
tions as religeous.90 
The considerable hunting and political 
cohesion growing in this area of the North 
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Saskatchewan, in turn, became most pro-
nounced when parties came in contact with 
downriver Fort Pitt and Carlton bands. In 1872 
Father Leon Doucet recorded how his band of 
Catholic Cree en route to distant Ile-a-Ia-Crosse 
had encountered a camp from Whitefish Lake. 
One of his Catholic devotees, Alexis Cardinal, 
a Blackfoot Metis and long-time helper to 
Father Lacombe, left to visit it. Cardinal had, 
Doucet said, picked up European medical pro-
cedures that he practiced among the Plains 
Cree: he carried numerous small sacks filled 
with medicine, and bled and purged Indians, 
all the while wearing colored glasses "to give 
himself more importance." Cardinal was thus 
fusing western practices with a Christian rite 
to arrive at aboriginal meaning and influence. 
Apparently he did so very effectively, at least 
among the Cree with whom Ducet ministered. 
Doucet said they "have great confidence in 
him" (even though Doucet himself considered 
Cardinal a "lunatic").91 
Doucet recorded what happened when 
"[0] ne Sunday, a party of Methodist Cree from 
Whitefish Lake (ChiefPakkan, La Noisette) was 
camped not far from us." Alexis Cardinal went 
to visit them. "These Protestants attacked him 
on the subject of the religion of the Bible, etc. 
They had with them an enormous Bible in 
syllabic characters used by the Indians. They 
were numerous and loudly screamed" at the 
Catholic adherent, who returned to camp vis-
ibly shaken. Cardinal already had had a run-in 
with these Bible-wielding Whitefish Cree. A 
contingent of Protestants in Pakan's camp had 
nearly killed Cardinal at Saint-Paul-des-Cris 
some years before. The missionaries took the 
incident as further evidence that, under the 
instigation of the Methodists, the Victoria and 
Whitefish Lake Indians were trying to drive the 
Catholics and their hunters from that place.92 
Oblate missionaries frequently made note 
of the cohesiveness of the Whitefish Lake and 
Victoria mission hunters. Their unity, strength, 
and organization, however, had developed over 
time by the efforts of key chiefs of western 
bands. One of the more influential, affiliated 
with the Victoria Mission, was Maskepetoon. 
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FIG. 4. A sketch of Cree chief Maskepetoon, or 
Broken Arm, who threw early support behind the 1869 
hunt, just before he was killed by the Blackfoot. No 
date. Glenbow Archives, NA-4169-1. 
John McDougall recorded that the Cree chief 
took a leading role in first planning the 1869 
hunt. Maskepetoon, or Broken Arm, was to 
bring the entire "big Wood Cree camp" to the 
event, and the Cree chief "went into it heart-
ily."93 Maskepetoon probably not only planned 
which parties were involved but likely chose 
where the hunt would take place and began 
the difficult task of bringing support behind it. 
He did so not really to form a Methodist camp 
meeting, as McDougall suggested-there is no 
evidence that aboriginal participants viewed 
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the event that way-but as a large hunt. The 
chief had already organized numerous large 
expeditions; he was one of the few North 
Saskatchewan Cree with the capacity to coordi-
nate bands and broker peace with the Blackfoot 
to open hunting opportunities for his followers. 
An individual with influence extending far 
from the North Saskatchewan, Maskepetoon 
had passed frequently into Blackfoot territory 
and even represented Northern Cree interests 
on the Missouri. He was part of a delegation 
that visited Washington, DC, and met the 
U.S. president in 1831-32. In 1851 he attended 
the Fort Laramie peace council to include and 
delineate Northern Cree territories during the 
talks, and he traveled with the Piegan leader 
Little Dog to represent the Cree from the 
Northern Plains and the Assiniboine in what 
became the Lame Bull Treaty of 1855.94 
At least some of Maskepetoon's enormous 
personal influence rested on the associa-
tions he had cultivated for decades alongside 
the founding of Methodist missions. He had 
guided and interpreted for Robert Rundle on 
the first Methodist forays into Blackfoot ter-
ritory between 1841 and 1848, and in these 
critical years Maskepetoon helped extend 
Rundle's work with the Stoney, Plains Cree, 
and Assiniboine tribes that traveled between 
Fort Edmonton, Rocky Mountain House, and 
the Red Deer River. By 1845 he was one of the 
driving organizers of Rundle's missions, even 
providing the missionary that year with a map 
of the Red Deer River area where he believed a 
mission station was needed. After seven years 
associating with Rundle, the chief established 
the contacts and itineraries for the missionary's 
visits between bands. Rundle's work was no 
longer haphazard but was largely and explicitly 
coordinated by the Cree chief among similarly 
minded hunting bands: "Sponsoring Indian 
groups under the leadership of Maskepetoon 
could conduct Rundle on an extensive tour, 
across the Bow river."95 It is more than likely 
that when Rundle had seen revival occurring 
among the Assiniboine and Cree camps, he was 
seeing the hand of Maskepetoon strengthening 
political and hunting ties on the westernmost 
sections of the North Saskatchewan basin in 
a period when they were becoming necessary. 
Such mass baptisms occurring at Tobacco 
Weed Plains in 1843, at Rocky Mountain 
House in 1846 {with 200 Assiniboine pres-
ent and Rundle registering forty baptisms}, 
and finally at Victoria were likely sites where 
Maskepetoon and other Cree leaders were 
fusing more closely a hunting bloc among key 
families who in turn were becoming familiar 
faces at mission sites. 
The nature of Maskepetoon's religious con-
version is difficult to fully assess. Similar to 
the case of western Ojibwa Christianization,96 
Wood Cree conversions present many prob-
lems for analysis. Rundle had seen syncretistic 
practices overtake his own efforts. Frequently he 
was frustrated by the evidence of only tenuous 
long-term fidelity to his Christian message. Paul 
Kane's reminiscences suggest that Maskepe-
toon's own conversion is difficult to substanti-
ate; he certainly remained entirely independent 
of the missionaries who counted him as one of 
their first and most loyal followers.97 
Whatever his Methodist convictions, 
Maskepetoon still moved within an aboriginal 
tradition of magical and shamanistic practices 
linked to one's invincibility in battle or success 
in the hunt. Milloy has pointed out the great 
respect Maskepetoon gathered for himself 
in his peace negotiations with the Blackfoot 
and escape from death in enemy raids.98 It is 
equally possible to place the Cree leader in a 
wider movement among aboriginal groups who 
were either appropriating magical practices 
or imitating rituals that were believed would 
improve hunting success, now in a period 
of dwindling bison herds. Maskepetoon and 
others who were converting explicitly or simply 
adopting Christian rituals were likely testing 
imported spiritual power in the context of 
the more difficult and risky hunt in Blackfoot 
country.99 He is indeed reminiscent of many of 
the "converts" to Methodism who appropriated 
the new religion as a means of personal power, 
with associated capacity to foresee the success 
of buffalo pounding locations or best anticipate 
the movements of animals.IOO 
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His considerable presence as a hunt leader 
was evident by the 1860s. In 1865 John 
McDougall met the chief who kept "both 
plains and wood Cree" followers in his camp, 
on this occasion now inside Blackfoot territory. 
McDougall and other Victoria Mission people 
had joined the Cree on this occasion to hunt 
provisions. The Cree chief instructed John 
"what the camp's movements were to be, and 
that there was to be an immense gathering of 
several camps for the holding of the annual fes-
tival and 'Thirst Dance' of the pagan Indians. 
He also told me that the buffalo were coming 
northward and westward, and we should move 
slowly to give them a chance to come in; that 
the plain Crees who were coming up country to 
join us were behind the herd of buffalo."lOl 
Coordinating the efforts of small hunting 
parties over such vast distances required mes-
sengers, firm respect for alliances, and trust 
in the overseeing capacity of a chief or his 
subchiefs. Such cooperation was absolutely 
critical to Wood Cree hunters, who relied on 
a northern migration and then on further 
coordination between bands to ensure that 
pounds were used effectively, without dispers-
ing wintering herds.102 Fur traders occasion-
ally witnessed the cohesiveness Maskepetoon 
had helped develop among the western sec-
tions of the North Saskatchewan Cree. By 
1855 Maskepetoon was likely in control of 
the post's provisions trade, at least over the 
quantities that were coming in from parkland 
Cree bands pounding buffalo nearby.103 Quite 
frustrating to the post, Cree bands could in 
concert reject the post's request for buffalo 
because "due to fine weather, buffalo still far on 
plains," and "for fear of driving them further 
onto the plains, they were killing only bulls for 
their own consumption."104 
Maskepetoon developed some of his influ-
ence through ritual and comportment, com-
municating his atayohkanuak, or the power 
evidencing a spirit helper, that protected an 
individual in warfare or granted him favor 
in the hunt. His appropriation of European 
religious material goods and clothing seems 
to have been connected to such a spirit helper 
association. When the chief guided Captain 
John Palliser into Blackfoot country, he did 
so only on the promise of receiving a suit of 
clothes and a horse. The value of the former 
was seen on the edge of Neutral Territory, when, 
within attack of Blackfoot parties, the chief 
"smartened himself up considerably, having 
obtained from me an old shooting jacket; from 
the Doctor a pair of corduroys, and from Mr. 
Sullivan a waistcoat and neckhandkerchief."lo5 
However comical this costuming appeared 
to Palliser, Maskepetoon's appropriation of 
European clothing and Christian magical rites 
worked among his followers. Costuming and 
ritual, combined with hunting success, sug-
gested that this leader had the foreknowledge 
of where best to construct buffalo pounds or 
the capacity to foretell where the buffalo would 
move.106 
John McDougall described how effectively 
these ritual elements came together in the 
case of Maskepetoon by 1864. That year, he 
described how the chief successfully forged 
a short-term winter peace treaty with the 
Blackfoot to share in the buffalo hunt on his 
territory. The buffalo had risen early and rap-
idly, leaving destitute large Blackfoot camps 
to the south. They had moved northward and 
had eaten their dogs and some of their horses 
by the time they reached the southern fringe 
of the parkland belt. Knowing that the Siksika 
were not more than one hundred miles south 
of his own location, and that the Kainai and 
Piikani would not be far behind, Maskepetoon 
decided to reach an agreement over the hunt, 
first to stop warfare but more likely, above all, 
to manage the herds in the winter pounding 
season. 
The Cree leader's actions speak to patently 
Native cosmology. Maskepetoon met a Black-
foot party while holding up in his hands a 
syllabic Cree Bible. It was said that he recited 
verses from it while his Cree followers fled in 
terror, certain that their destruction was near. 
The Blackfoot embassy that met him, reportedly 
amazed by the strength of Maskepetoon's 
spirit and bravery, broke red a peace, or at 
least an accord sufficient to last the winter 
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hunting season. The event inestimably raised 
Maskepetoon's esteem among his followers and 
undoubtedly certified that surely this man's 
Manitou spirit was considerable.107 
It was quite possibly a short-term peace 
treaty to allow for a larger Cree penetra-
tion into Blackfoot territory-of which the 
Methodists' spring hunt would be part-that 
led Maskepetoon to his last, and in the end 
fatal, diplomatic mission early in the season in 
1869. Having helped the Methodists organize 
their hunt, and likely with the view of other 
parties forming in the North Saskatchewan 
basin in a period of heightened Cree-Blackfoot 
warfare, the chief launched a diplomatic 
embassy alone into Blackfoot territory. He did 
so in almost identical ways to his mission in 
1864. The Blackfoot oral history of the killing 
of the Cree chief and his sons and grandsons 
, on the Bow River recounts that Maskepetoon 
and his followers "set out from the Battle River 
country, and when their scout discovered the 
Blackfoot camps on the Bow River, they all 
dressed in their finest clothes, cached their 
horses in a coulee, and made for a hill over-
looking their foes. There they placed a Union 
Jack on a staff and sat beneath it with a Bible, 
pipe, and tobacco, waiting for the enemy to 
arrive."108 Many Swans, the Blackfoot leader 
who met Maskepetoon, raised his own esteem 
among his followers by negotiating the disarm-
ing of the Cree before slaughtering them. 
CONCLUSION 
The killing of Maskapetoon sparked fur-
ther warfare as Cree bands retaliated against 
the Blackfoot. Undoubtedly revenge was 
one of the major reasons the Cree continued 
participating in the 1869 event, now led by 
Sayakemat.109 Despite Maskepetoon's absence, 
the spring hunt went on as planned. The mis-
sion adherents returned to their respective ter-
ritories by the end of June and early July of that 
summer.I lO 
Environmental historians have had diffi-
culty ascertaining whether Plains people suc-
cessfully adapted their culture to the horse and 
equestrian bison hunt, since the introduction 
of one led so quickly to the end of the other. 
Historians indeed tend to minimize Native 
adaptive capacity in the face of larger forces of 
climatic change, biotic exchange, and infusion 
of the European market into the Great Plains. 
"Regardless of how Indians viewed their place 
in nature, environmental flux, caused both by 
people and other forces, rendered many of their 
adaptation strategies ineffective," as Sherow 
pointed out.I ll Historians Pekka Hamalainen, 
Dan Flores, and William Dobak echo the same 
view that Natives, caught off guard by the rapid 
cultural changes of Plains life and the commer-
cialized buffalo hunt, could not form an ade-
quate response and strike "equilibrium" with 
the bison upon which they now depended.l12 
The story of the 1869 hunt suggests that his-
torians should look for innovation and adapta-
tion in the waning years of the buffalo herds. 
Often the 1860s and 1870s are generalized as a 
period of rising competition and violence on 
the Northern Plains as larger numbers of hunt-
ers converged on the last remaining vestiges of 
the buffalo "commons." This study suggests a 
different ending was occurring among people 
hunting the last herds. In the face of rapid 
environmental change, Native response was to 
search for a means of coordinating the efforts 
of many hunters around fewer resources and 
territories. Native hunters facing difficult cir-
cumstances by the 1860s had to look beyond 
traditions of winter cooperation and diplomacy 
that had prevailed between Blackfoot and 
Cree/Assiniboine hunters in parkland areas. 
Now, the bison were fully within Blackfoot 
territories, and rather than seeking diplomatic 
entry, Cree and Assiniboine in very large 
parties were hunting more cohesively in what 
was a battleground upon which might made 
right and large numbers mattered. All of this 
required new political and diplomatic means of 
reaching agreement, organizing hunters from a 
variety of tribal associations, and dividing up 
the bison's spring territories. In other words, 
changing circumstances prompted a creative 
adaptation among Native people that requires 
far more study. 
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Native response in these years, of course, 
could not remove the pressure on the smaller 
herds. Despite organization around hunting 
associations, deliberations at such sites as Saint-
Paul-des-Cris, and whatever last, temporary 
hunting accords could be established between 
the Cree and Blackfoot, bison populations 
were in a chronic downward cycle. Respite only 
came with the horrific biological contagion of 
1870, when a massive smallpox epidemic struck 
down Blackfoot and Cree hunters throughout 
the Plains.1l3 The true end of the buffalo era 
was then moved forward only a decade, when 
in 1879, the last of the scarce Canadian buffalo 
herds disappeared forever from the range of 
now Treaty 6 and 7 hunters. But the circum-
stances following the 1870 smallpox epidemic 
and the Great Peace between the Cree and 
Blackfoot in 1871 were now markedly different. 
John McDougall believed that the buffalo's 
end began with the chaos of these last years 
of peace, not when competition intensified but 
when hunting cooperation forming in the 1860s 
failed. In 1916 old-time trader of the Northwest 
Isaac Cowie, himself a participant in the large 
multiethnic hunts of the late 1860s, recounted 
McDougall's theory of the extermination of 
the bison, at least on the Saskatchewan, where 
after Peace was established, 
the hunters were no longer compelled to band 
together in large camps for self-protection 
and to regulate the hunting of the buffalo, 
especially by preventing bands of straggling 
hunters driving them about. When general 
peace conditions were established, however, 
each hunter became a law to himself and 
these individuals became scattered all over 
the plains and drove the animal about so 
incessantly as to give them no time to fatten 
up for the winter. The winter which followed 
this harassing pursuit was an exceedingly 
severe one which they were in no condition 
to withstand, and so miserably perished.l14 
In this article I have argued that one source 
for such cooperation emerged in hunting 
blocs that formed in the upper sections of the 
North Saskatchewan river basin. The actual 
Christianization occurring in these areas is 
really beside the point. The leaders of hunt-
ing associations, such as Maskepetoon, raised 
their status and means of coordinating buffalo 
hunting among Plains and Wood Cree follow-
ers through magico-religious observances, tra-
ditional Native shamanism, and, undoubtedly, 
some rituals borrowed from newcomers and the 
missions establishing in their areas. Among the 
Western Cree, Stoney, and some Metis groups, 
a bloc had fused cohesively near Pigeon Lake, 
Victoria, Fort Edmonton, and Whitefish Lake 
to be recognized by missionaries as "Protestant." 
Their cohesion in turn helped them to effec-
tively negotiate with other blocs forming among 
the Cree from down country. These last years of 
cooperation around the hunt should be studied 
as much for their brief moments of success as 
their long-term failure in maintaining a way of 
life around bison hunting. 
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